In order to solve Re-entrant Hybrid Flowshop (RHFS) scheduling problems and establish simulations and processing models, this paper uses Wolf Pack Algorithm (WPA) as global optimization. For local assignment, it takes minimum remaining time rule. Scouting behaviors of wolf are changed in former optimization by means of levy flight, extending searching ranges and increasing rapidity of convergence. When it comes to local extremum of WPA, dynamic regenerating individuals with high similarity adds diversity. Hanming distance is used to judge individual similarity for increased quality of individuals, enhanced search performance of the algorithm in solution space and promoted evolutionary vitality.A painting workshop in a bus manufacture enterprise owns typical features of re-entrant hybrid flowshop. Regarding it as the algorithm applied target, this paper focus on resolving this problem with LDWPA (Dynamic wolf pack algorithm based on Levy Flight). Results show that LDWPA can solve re-entrant hybrid flowshop scheduling problems effectively.
equipment loading and other questions greatly result in HFS difficulty. RHFS scheduling problem (Ying et al., 2015) is a typical kind of NP-hard problem. RHFS scheduling problems can be found in semi-conduct manufacturing, bus production and steel smelting. Multi chip packages of semiconductor packaging production line, multiple chip bonding line and multi-sticking crape masking process of a painting workshop have obvious characters of RHFS.
Many scholars have made varying degrees of progress in research on RHFS scheduling. Liu et al.(2011) and Zhu and Chen(2018) use particle swarm with fast convergence and strong global searching ability of genetic algorithm for an exchanged result, designing a genetic particle swarm optimization for reentrant manufacturing dispatch algorithm. (Fan et al., 2012 ) study aero-engine reassembly line in a workshop after multi decomposition. With the stochastic matrix coding method, crossover method and variation method, an optimization scheduling method based on genetic algorithm is proposed to find the optimal method of assembly workshop scheduling. (Lin et al., 2016) aimed to meeting the characteristics of the dynamic reach ability and re-entry of jobs in mold heat treatment, weighted tardiness and energy consumption index are established as optimization objectives, having tempering process in mould heat treatment been in rolling schedule for heuristic algorithm. As for obstacles of two classes of RFFS, (Sangsawang et al., 2015) investigates GA based on fuzzy logic controller and PSO about Cauchy distribution to solve the problem.
According to relevant references in recent years, existing works (Collart and Verschueren, 2014; Lin D et al., 2012) have supplied optimization algorithm to Re-entrant Flowshop scheduling problems and achieve good results. Algorithm is more accurate for optimization after improvement algorithm and combined with various algorithms, especially the traditional meta heuristic algorithm and improved algorithm which includes (Re-entrant flexible Flowshop, (RFFS) scheduling problems, there are few references about RHFS scheduling problems. This paper investigates LDWPA (The Dynamic wolf pack algorithm based on Levy Flight), and show LDWPA has faster speed and higher accuracy compared with other existing algorithm 2 Describe and mold about RHFS dispatch problems
As for RHFS scheduling problems, it can be described as jobs processed in working procedures. Jobs are produced according to the specified sequence of operations in the process flow. One working procedure of all contains at least one work station. There are differences about process time of jobs. At least one process with re-entrant features work station must be supplied to job's process flow .After jobs traversing all process are re-inserted into the queue to be processed. 
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Formula (1) indicates relationships among job's start process time, process time and finished process time in its processing flow with the re-entrant process. Formula (2) indicates limited relationships of the same job between continuous process start and finished process time. Formula (3) indicates every job should experience their whole process flow. Formula (4) indicates that it is necessary to accumulate number of repetitively processed jobs when counting the number of jobs processed in a workstation in re-entrant 
WPA designs
The Dynamic wolf pack algorithm based on Levy Flight (LDWPA) after utilizing WPA (Yang et al., 2007; Zhou et al., 2013 ) is in this paper, which includes two improvements. 1 Scouting behaviors based on Levy Flight: scouting behaviors are about position changes from present situation to new one. The search ranges of this kind of local random walking is focused in such small scope. Basically, the Levy Flight is a random walk combines of long step and small step.
The Levy Flight has a larger search ranges and ability compared with random walking because of directed long step. Founding wolf position is improved according to levy flight, the wolf rushed to its own searching area of low-probability with a long step in solution space. It also extends searching range for a development of wolf optimization. 2 The species dynamic mechanism based on hanming distance: After a certain number of iterations, WPA is shows the phenomenon of evolutionary stagnation. The reason is that with the increased iterations, more similar and even the same genes of individuals and useless communication between individuals attribute to this result. Therefore, a dynamic updating population method based on stagnation evolution iterations is introduced. If the optimum value of stagnated revolution iterations exceeds threshold, the hanming distance can be used to judge the similarity among individuals and abandon the individuals with the highest similarity of best one and left new individual with low similarity and large differences, making a diversity, highlighting local extremum and keeping vitality of algorithm.
Population dynamic renewal mechanism
The basic concept and characteristics of Hanming distance are charted in 3.1.1 firstly. In 3.1.2 is about real examples of LDWPA to reflect objectively the distance of long code word based on Hanming distance. In order to judge differences among individuals in population on the condition that the iterative process falls to hysteresis, the method of using Hanming distance to judge the difference among individuals for less difference one is introduced in 3.1.3. Besides, it can be used to increase new individuals with more differences, enhance diversity during evolution and maintain evolutionary vitality.
Hanming distance
Hanming distance (Harada et al., 2017; Atallah and Duket 2011; Haider et al., 2015 ) is a basic concept in information theory, describing the distance of two long code words.
the whole number of two code words in the same position. It reflects the differences between two code words and evidences for the similarity.
The individual similar judgment based on hanming distance
In WPA, the individual is the sequence of real numbers and matrix. The individual similarity can be found from the individual distribution of population. In view of the fact that similarity judgment method is in the evolve algorithm, in order to reduce the complexity of the operation and improve the time efficiency. Through the similarity D between wolves, that is, the ratio of the same gene in the two individuals to the total number of genes in the individual. Then compare with the threshold to find similar individuals. Firstly, individual is ranked by fitness. The similarity D between the leader wolf and other individuals in wolf pack can be calculated. If D is greater than the threshold Rt , two individuals are similar individuals which leads to a temporary subpopulation 1 StPop .
2 StPop is built in the rest individuals by repeating the above operations for better individuals till the end. In every temporary subpopulation, many similar individuals can be ranked according to adjustment degree. Partial individuals can be reserved based on Kr ratio of better individual as its revolution adaptation out of others. 
Dynamic renewable similar individual
The individual with a high similarity can be found after every generation when it comes to a certain iterations. Reserving superb individuals, eliminating similar individuals, then generate new individuals with large differences from the population and replace individuals with high similarity in order to preserve good distribution of population in solution space and strengthen the global searching ability. The purpose of using starting generation StartGen mainly consider that the population still has good evolutionary vitality at the early stage of evolution. When it comes to a certain number of iterations, the vitality will decrease and then the operation of dynamic updating population is introduced which reduce computation of the algorithm during the entire evolution process.
Scouting behaviors based on levy flight
This section combines the dynamic renewal populations based on Hanming distance mentioned above and the Scouting behavior depended on Levy flight. By creating the constraint relation of different variables and listing the changing variables in the evolution process. This part describes all steps of the LDWPA proposed in this paper in detail and makes the logical relations more clearly based on the flow chart of the algorithm. French mathematician Levy put forward a probability distribution called levy distribution in 1930s, which leads to a large amount of scholars' researches. Till now, scholars can prove that foods searching routines of many animals and insects (albatross, bee and fruit fly) are the same with levy distribution. It also explains many natural random phenomenon, such as Brownian movement. Levy flight (Palyulin et al., 2014) conforms to random searching routines of the levy distribution. It is a walking way combined with short distance searching and occasionally long distance walking. Levy fight is adopt to upgrade many population optimization. Many scholars (Ibrahim, 2016; Ehsan et al., 2013) utilize it in improvement of informational interaction among individuals and searching for the optimal solution in the solution space. In a conclusion, there is a possibility of population individual advancing to former small searching range, expanding the range. It has achieved satisfactory results in increasing population diversity and also improved the rapidity and veracity of algorithm. Therefore, the use of Swarm Intelligent Algorithm based on Levy flight makes it easier to jump out of the local extremum which can effectively enhance the algorithm's optimization ability.
The new method of competitive wolf's position based on levy flight scouting behaviors.
( 1) ( ) ( , )
x means the t th position of competitive wolf； is multiplication; step is step element.
Levy flight basically is a random step which conforms to levy distribution. It has been achieved because of the complicated levy distribution, which leads to the frequent usage of Mantegna algorithm. Mantegna algorithm about levy flight is as followed. (1 )sin( ) 2 ,~(0, )
A larger searching range and improvement of WPA can been achieved by advancing to a small possibility range of levy flight.
LDWPA operations
Step1 
Increasing the individual number of populationnewPopbyNP,tnp=0
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Algorithm analysis
To verify effectiveness of LDWPA algorithm mentioned in the former part, the flexible flow shop examples are used to compare performance of the algorithm under the real facts that researches on re-entrant hybrid flow shop scheduling optimization problem is still in the primary stage, and lack of examples. Adopt the benchmark published by (Carlier and Néron, 2000) , this section includes three hard instances: j15c5d2, j15c5d3, j15c5d4 and three easy instances: j15c5a4, j15c5a5, j15c5b1.
Comparing the LDWPA algorithm with the NEH algorithm mentioned in (Ribas et al., 2010) research and the WPA algorithm, the best lower bound ' LB is known as the best optimal scheduling result. The effectiveness of the algorithm is evaluated by the following indexes: 
Based on CPU 2.5GHz and 4G internal memory, MATLAB environment is the prerequisite of GA, WOA, WPA, LDWPA algorithms in this paper.
In table 1, it can be concluded from the table that three algorithms have obtained best optimization results in the easy instances. However, the advantages of LDWPA algorithm is more obvious in hard problems. The optimization effects of WPA and NEH are nearly the same as for the easy instances. In the difficult instances, such as J15c5d3, the effects of WPA optimization algorithm are worse than NEH because that WPA algorithm is easy to the local extremum and lack of evolutionary vitality. Both the optimal solutions and average optimal solutions from LDWPA are better than those from the contrast algorithm NEH, which shows that the LDWPA algorithm mentioned in this paper greatly improves the overall optimization effects of the WPA algorithm, effectiveness and superiority of LDWPA algorithm.
In this paper, two small scale examples and five large scale examples mentioned in (Sun et al., 2017) research are used for simulation test. By using GA algorithm mentioned in Sun Y's paper, the optimization results of different scale examples are compared with those obtained by WOA, WPA and LDWPA selected in this paper. This proves the validity and superiority of the algorithm in dealing with various scale data. Table 1 the results of instance in three algorithm Figure 3 is a proper revolution curve graph from optimization algorithm data of GA, WOA, WPA and LDWPA. With the development of exercise in figure 3 , the fitness value of four groups is smoothly small till the stable situation. Optimized curve convergence rate is slow in GA algorithm. The optimization is inferior to other three methods in limited evolution frequency. The optimized curve convergence rate with WOA algorithm is rapidly and stop within 20 th generation, leading to the local extremum and bad evolution situation. The bad fitness reflects the fast convergence rate、local extremum and bad optimization. The optimized WPA algorithm between 10 th generation and sharp decreased 20 th generation is superior to whales optimization algorithm in optimization speed. It also exists the weak local extremum capacity and fragile vitality. The worse first generation optimization fitness through the LDWPA algorithm is the same with the initial generation among 20 th generation.
Thus, the optimized curve by WPA is nearly reach the fitness. The optimization speed is faster than WOA and WPA featuring fast speed. It is concluded that the Levy flight optimizes the local searching and fosters the algorithm optimization.
With the dynamic new population, algorithm among 10 th generation and 40 th generation keeps evolution after its local extremum and jump from the local extremum for a better fitness value 86.
The dynamic upgraded population greatly improves WPA of being in local extremum.
Figure 4
The chart of four type algorithms Figure 4 is the Box-plot about fitness value after 20 times same date by means of optimizing GA, WOA, WPA, LDWPA. The abscissa is the algorithm of example date and the ordinate is about fitness values. The box's tendency is down in the process of optimization from the Box-plot above, testifying the whole result is up in the comparable four algorithms. The minimum of improved algorithm is smaller than other three algorithms, resulting to the higher possibility of qualitative results in the improved algorithm. 1 st quartile and maximum are equal to 3 rd quartile of WPA and minimum, which is also smaller than the range of median of GA、3 rd quartile and fitness value of algorithm. It can be concluded that the overall results' quality through the LDWPA algorithm is superior to other two algorithms. The unusual number 90 is related to fitness value of initial population. The worst result appears when the fitness value of initial population is 20. From the partial solution examples in table 2, the fitness value of every algorithm is similar for the small range examples. The LDWPA is still better to get results, whose average is also less than that of other algorithms. That is to say, the LDWPA has good optimization ability in small range of date. It is necessary to notice that the former WPA , with the feature of being into local extremum, exists phenomena of lacking evolve vitality and relying on optimal value of initial population. From the chart, GA algorithm has a feature of jumping out of local extremum. But results of GA algorithm is better than those of WPA with enough generations. With population dynamic mechanism and the levy flight in neighbor searching, the LDWPA's results is superior to GA algorithm in medium and big date, which proves the efficiency and stability of this algorithm in the paper. 
Experimental analysis on LDWPA results and RHFS dispatching problems
This section uses the LDWPA algorithm, which has proved its superiority in the former section to optimize the operation section of multiple masking procedures in the painting shop with the characteristics of re-entrant hybrid flow shop in the actual bus manufacturing enterprises. By establishing different evaluation indexes, the superiority of LDWPA algorithm to solve the re-entrant hybrid flow shop scheduling optimization problem can be proved. In the working multi-sticking crape masking working procedures of spraying workshop in automobile manufacturing factory. The technological persons disperse color ribbon into different colors according to the difficulty of color ribbon models and spray various color ribbon patterns on bus external parts. Spraying one kind of color after sticking color ribbon(crape masking) 、 spraying and baking paint and the whole pattern come into being after several times of spraying. Therefore, multi-sticking crape masking working procedure is a typical re-entrant stage, including many working procedures and work stations. This working procedure has obvious features of hybrid flowshop because that various abilities of technological persons attribute to different process times. Aimed at scheduling problems of multi-sticking crape masking working procedures in spraying workshop, this paper optimizes it with LDWPA and resolve scheduling problems in RHFS.
Some automobile manufacturing enterprises provide scheduling date about the practical process information of multi-sticking crape masking working procedures in coating workshops. This figure 5 is about the distribution of multi-sticking crape masking working procedure.
The result is about the scheduling problems of multi-sticking crape masking working procedures in 15 automobiles' bodies. The , , , , , , J J J J J J J r epresent jobs of the fifteen types of car body to be processed. Fifteen cars belong to fifteen types manufactured by its order. X in the list means automobile process time of multi-sticking crape masking working procedures. The manufacture time in all working procedure is different because of different types of buses. There is no people in the process of baking paint in painting house. Therefore, the baking paint time in different painting house about the same type of automobiles is no different and working time difference is related to types. Table 4 The results of evaluation indexes in three algorithms Optimization performances of each optimization algorithm is analyzed from the data in Table 4 .
The average of maximum completion time max C from LDWPA algorithm is better than that of GA and WPA algorithm. The three algorithms are similar to each other in terms of furniture utilization ratio FUR , but the optimization effects of LDWPA is still slightly higher than that of the other two algorithms. The optimization effect of WPA algorithm for total load balance TLB and free time of total work station TWT is obviously worse than that of GA algorithm.
However, the optimization effect of LDWPA algorithm on every evaluation index is better than that of GA algorithm, which shows that the optimization ability and the quality of solution obtained by LDWPA algorithm are greatly improved compared with WPA algorithm.
LDWPA can optimize every index, which shows that LDWPA can reduce the free time of work station better, arrange the processing task more reasonably, make the equipment load more balanced, and have better optimization performance. Figure 6 shows the gantt of the re-entrant hybrid flow shop based on the actual data during production process. The work 7
